General Assistance Information for Fastener Identification
Note: This document is not specific to any one crib, but may be helpful in identifying a general
crib design and fastener requirement.

Diagram Example X
Convertible Crib Example
Note: Usually these cribs require “legs”
to be attached to the short end pieces
and have a long non moving side that will
be used as full size bed headboard when
the crib is converted. These cribs may
having a moving side, or may be static.
Moving side hardware will vary
depending on manufacturer of the crib.

Non-Convertible Crib Example
Note: Usually these cribs have 2 short
ends that have non-removable “legs” and
do not convert to full size beds. These
cribs may have one, or both sides
moving, or be static. Moving side
hardware will vary depending on original
manufacturer of crib.

Thank you for your inquiry. The
purpose of this information is to
A.)determine how many screws
are required to assemble your
crib,
B.) the length requirement for
those fasteners and
C.) if the screws will be
countersunk into the wood.

How many Screws are
Required: Step A
1.) Define the type of crib you
have in terms of how it is
designed to be assembled. See
diagram example X
2.) Locate a receiver (insert) on
your furniture item. Note: some
cribs may use inserts and/or
bushings. See diagram
example Y, and Common point
requiring fasteners for possible
attachment points.
3.) Record how many screws
you will need at what locations
on the crib. Proceed to Step B.

Common Points Requiring Fasteners

Wood Stretcher Attachment
to Short Ends on Converting or
Non-Converting Crib

Insert

Leg and Long Full Size
Headboard Attachment to Short
Ends on Converting Crib
Short End

Full Size Headboard
Side View

Diagram
Example
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Leg

Bushing
Non-Moving Long Side Attachment
to Short Ends on Non-Converting
Crib

Length Gauge: Step B
1.) Locate area on furniture item that
requires a screw of unknown length
(e.g. joining a side rail to a headboard
on a crib).
2.) Insert wood dowel through wood
piece that screw must travel through
and into receiver until it stops at full
depth of hole. Mark wood dowel at
stopping point.
3.) Measure from end that was inserted
into receiver to the marked point for
required screw length.

Step B
NOTE: WOOD DOWEL IS NOT A
TOY. Please keep out of reach of
children. Wood dowel is to be
used as measuring stick only.

1.
2.

3.

Diagram Example Z
Screw head
will sit
below wood
surface

Screw Head Requirement: Step C
1.) Looking at where the screw will enter
the wood, compare to Diagram Example
Z to see id screw head will need to sit
down beneath the surface of the wood
(as pictured in diagram).

If you need assistance, please call
Products America at
800-205-9642 or 800-772-1041
or email us at
parts@productsamerica.com
Howtomeasure.ppp

